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0. INTRoDLIcTI~N 
A general principle of geometric asymptotics asserts that the behaviour 
of Laplace eigenfunctions 4i on a Riemannian manifold X reflects, as 
A + cn, the behaviour of the geodesic flow G’ on T*X. In [Zl], for exam- 
ple, we considered the case X= r\A, where A is the upper i-plane and 
Tc G = PS&( [w) is a discrete co-compact subgroup (see also [CdeV, Sn]). 
It is well known that G’ is then an ergodic flow on S*X. This ergodicity 
is reflected by an ONB {4k) in the limit formula, 
where A is a zeroth order pseudo-differential operator (!FDO), eA is the 
principal symbol, dw is the Liouville measure, and the limit is taken along 
a subsequence of Spec(d) of spectral density 1. An equivalent version is 
We summarize this by saying that the Laplace eigenfunctions (+h} tend 
generically to become uniformly distributed relative to Liouville measure 
on S*X. 
Our purpose in this paper is to generalize this uniform distribution 
theorem to finite area, non-compact hyperbolic surfaces X,. A special case 
of the uniform distribution theorem will yield the sharpest known estimate 
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towards the mean Lindelof hypothesis for RankinSelberg zeta functions 
(cf. [Ll, p. 139; 1.2, p. 1881). 
What specifically makes the co-finite, non-compact case so different from 
the compact case is the presence of a continuous spectral subspace for the 
Laplace operator. Thus, L2(T\R) now takes the form 
L2(r\sq=oL2(r\R)@0, (0.2) 
where ‘~5 is the cuspidal subspace and 0 is the space of incomplete 
o-series. In turn, 
0 = L,zi, @ L& 0 c, (0.3) 
where L& is spanned by the Eisenstein series, Lfe, is a finite dimensional 
space spanned by residues of Eisenstein series at poles in (1, 1) and C 
denotes the constants. 
Cuspidal eigenfunction (Us}, when they exist, are rapidly decaying in the 
cusps and hence are in L2. In many ways they behave like eigenfunctions 
in the compact case, and so may be expected to becomes (generically) 
uniformly distributed on S*X,- as 2 + co. The actual situation is more 
complicated, as we will presently discuss. 
Eisenstein series, on the other hand, have no analogue in the compact 
case. They are not in L’, and so require new kinds of normalization. One 
natural normalization arises from the trace formula, and we will be exten- 
sively occupied with it below. 
A fundamental problem (open at present) concerning the spectral 
decomposition concerns the relative density of discrete and continuous 
spectrum in spec( d ). Precisely, let 
N,(T)= #{J--E,<T} (0.4) 
M,(T) = & 11, $ (k + ir) dr, 
where d(s) is the determinant of the scattering or constant term matrix. 
M,(T) is regarded as measuring the contribution of continuous spectrum 
to spec(d) n [ - T, T]. Indeed, the so-called Weyl law asserts 
Nr( T) + M,(T) = 
Area( X,) 
4n T’+O(Tln T). (0.5) 
For congruence subgroups of r,= P,!?&(Z), it is known that 
M,(T) = 0( T log T), so that the discrete spectrum has spectral density one. 
In general, however, it is unknown even if the discrete spectrum is non- 
empty and it is conjectured by some (cf. [Sa2]) to be typically of density 0. 
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Consequently it would be impossible to make a general statement about 
the asymptotic behaviour of generic cusp forms or Eisenstein series at this 
time. 
The trace formulae of [Zl ] (see also [Zal ] ) indicate what should be 
done to rectify this situation. To explain the idea we will need to introduce 
certain distributions dUj and d.s1,2+ir analogous to the {dU,} in [Zl 1. 
They are defined by the formulae 
(@(a) uj, uj) = (0, duj) (0.6.1) 
COP(O) E(., i+ ir), E(., f+ ir)) = (a, ds1,2+ir), (0.6.2) 
where rr~ C;“(T\G), Op(o) is the corresponding ‘YDO, (., .) is the inner 
product on L*(T\ A), and ( , ) is the pairing of test functions and distribu- 
tions on r\G. As in [Zl], we may at first reformulate our problem as one 
of determining the limit distributions (in the vague topology) of the 
families, { dU,} and {d& 1,2 + ,,}. However, since { dU,} may be a finite set, 
and since (d~~,~ + ir 1 is not normalized (and so need not have any limit 
points), this reformulation is inadequate. As a first step in correcting this, 
we consider joint averages over the spectrum of these distributions. We set 
(E,=sj(l -sI), sj=$+irj). 
Our first result (Theorem 4.4) implies 
d,+-+& vaguely on C,“(T\G), (0.8 
where dp is normalized haar measure (= normalized Liouville measure): 
(o,dp)= ’ j 
vol(f\ G) 
u do. 
I-\G 
We can prove an analogous limit formula for larger classes of test functions 
g by “renormalizing” the d.c,,Z+rr, in the sense of [Za2]. We set 
(6 dE$+ i,. ) = RN(Op(a) E( ., i + ir), E( ., f + ir)), (0.9) 
where now u E W(T\ G) (bounded with bounded left-invariant derivatives) 
and RN stands for a certain choice of renormalization of the (possibly 
divergent) inner product (see Section 2). We further set 
RN- &T - 
1 
(MAT) + N,(T)) 
1 
,,,, < T 
dU,+ & j’, dcyE+ ir dr). (0.10) 
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The analogue of (0.8) is (Theorem 4.3): 
dpFN + d,u vaguely on .%?(r\G). (0.11 )
Actually one can even pair Eisenstein series with dpFN, and one has (4.3) 
I(&., 1/2+it), dp;!‘)I <<, T “2 (0.12) 
In fact (0.11) and (0.12) are the most immediate results; (0.8) is their conse- 
quence. 
So far we have not extricated dUi from d.s,,2+ ir. We now discuss the 
extent to which this is possible. 
First, we can go from (0.8) to a generic equidistribution theorem. 
Analogously to (0.1) in the compact case, we have (Theorem 5.1) 
(0.13) 
(a E CF(r 1 G), T + co). Thus, in a sense, the proper normalization for 
dt l/2+jr is ((A’/A)($+ir))-’ &+;,. We prefer to leave it in the form 
(0.13) because the coefficient (A’/A)(i + jr) might vanish. 
Note that if N,(T) (or M,(T)) is of neglible order, the corresponding 
term will drop out in the limit. For example, if r= S&(Z), we have 
& ( c l(o,dC,)l)+O if a=O. 
Ir,l =s T
In fact, this can be extended further to include Eisenstein symbols c. We 
then have (Theorem 6.1): 
IW)l Res =J-, r= PSL,(Z) , (0.15) 
where R,(s) = (E( ., s) uj, u,) is a Rankin-Selberg zeta function. This result 
is related to the so-called Lindeliif hypothesis, 
IRj(s)l 4 ISIA (l + lrjl)-“* (O.l6)(LH) 
or, in mean value form 
& c IJ$(s)l < IdA T-“’ 
Ir,l G T 
(Res =i). (O.l7)(MLH) 
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(LH) and (MLH) are completely open at present, and the best estimate 
prior to (0.15) appears to be O(Y) (cf. [I.l]). 
Our results thus show that the generic cusp function and the generic 
Eisenstein series (normalized as above) tend to become uniformly dis- 
tributed in the unit sphere bundle as the eigenvalue tend to infinity. 
“Generic” here means up to zero-density subsets of the spectrum. In par- 
ticular in cases where L& (resp. ‘~5’) is known to be of density zero, our 
results do not describe the asymptotic behavior of Eisenstein series (resp. 
cusp forms). On the other hand, in such cases, our equidistribution 
theorems for the cusp forms (resp. Eisenstein series) become sharper (as in 
(0.15)). 
The techniques of this paper could be pushed a little further. Indeed, it 
is possible to show that the o(l) implicit in (0.15) can be improved to 
O( l/log T). Thus, the generic (Rj(f + it)\ decays like l/log Irjl. Such 
improvements will not be pursued here. 
1. MICROLOCAL LIFTS OF EIGENFUNCTIONS 
In this section, we will provide enough background on $DO theory and 
on the decomposition of L*(T\G) into irreducibles to define and analyze 
the distributions dU, and dEl,2+i, from Section 0. We will refer to these 
distributions as the microlocal lifts of the eigenfunctions {u,} and 
{ E( ., i + ir)}, although of course they project not to these functions but to 
their squares. 
Throughout this paper we will make (often implicitly) the standard 
identifications of G/K with D (unit disk) or A (upper 4 plane), where 
G = PSL2( R) and K = SO(2)/ f I. Consequently we also identify 
G N D x B N 4 x B, where B is the boundary (unit circle or R! u { cc } ). We 
further identify r\D x B z S*(X,)), where X, = I-\ G/K and S*X is the 
unit cotangent bundle. 
Pseudifferential operators ($DO’s) are operators Op(a) defined by their 
action on the special Laplace eigenfunctions (cf. [He]) 
ej.,b(Z) =ew.+ l)<Gb), (1,b)~R+ xB. 
Thus 
OPta) e2, b(Z) = 4G b, A) ei, b(Z). (1.1) 
The complete symbol will be assumed to have the usual expansion in 
homogeneous terms in 1 (a classical symbol) or else to satisfy the usual 
differentiation conditions (see [Z4, (2.1)] ). Frequently we will deal with 
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symbols of the form a(z, 6). By means of the HelgasonFourier transform 
on G/K [He], one has the following Fourier Integral representation of 
Op(cr) on C,“(D): 
(lj.+ Il<z h>,-j(A, b) jbth y & db. (1.2) 
We will often need to insure that Op(cr) is a properly supported operator, 
so we consider as well operator amplitudes a(z, w, b, 2) defined by 
Op(cJ) 42) = & Jy; i‘, JD dz, w, b, A) e (i~.+l~<~,h>,~~~~+l~<~~~,h> u(w) 
0 
x d vol(w) 1th ; d;l db, (1.3) 
It is elementary that Op(a) commutes with r E G iff a(rz, rh, A) = a(z, b, i); 
thus Op(o) is r-invariant iff 0 E C “( (r\ D x B) x R + ). A properly sup- 
ported r-invariant $DO acts on Coo(r\13). Via Helgason’s representation 
theorem for Laplace eigenfunctions, one can give a very concrete expres- 
sion for this action. For eigenfunctions uA^ E C”(D) of at most exponential 
increase towards B (see below), one has 
ui.(z) = 5 
e”“+ l)<;.b> dT,(b) 
B 
(1.4) 
Op(o) ~~(2) = jb (T(z, 6, i) e”i.+“(z.b) dT,(b), 
where T,, the boundary functional, lies in 9’(B) [He, Le]. 
In particular, this holds if u1 is one of the basic eigenfunctions on r\D. 
Let us recall that 
L*( f’\ D) = ‘L* @ 0, (1.5) 
where ‘L* is the cuspidal subspace and where 0 is the space of incomplete 
o-series. We will review this further at the end of this section, when we 
discuss the decomposition of L*(r\G). For now, we recall that 
0 = Lzi, @ L$, @ 62, where Lzi, is the continuous spectral subspace spanned 
by the Eisenstein series { E,(z, s) : Res = $, c( = 1, . . . . h}, where { cz} indexes 
the inequivalent cusps; where L:e, is the finite dimensional space of residues 
spanned by { Eb ( z, sj)}, {sj} running over the poles of the Eisenstein series 
in (1, 1) and E,* denoting the residue there; and where @ denotes the 
constants (residues at s = 1). 
It is well known that cuspidal eigenfunctions have exponential decay in 
the cusps. This is clearly visible from their fourier expansions. Thus, we let 
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{ rc,} denote a complete set of inequivalent cusps, with stabilizers f, and 
we let 0. denote elements of G so that (T,IC, = co and so that a,rc,g;l= 
r, = {(A T), n E E}. Then we fix once and for all an ONB {uj} for 
oL2(I’\A). Th e f ourier expansion of uj in the ath cusp is 
u~(azz) = C Pptn) Y”2Kir,(2n InI Y) e(nx)t (1.6) 
nfo 
where KS is the K-Bessel function [Ku, p. 151, 
K s-,,,(2n ,u,)=$ lul-“+“* y (1 +PPSe(-ut)dt. (1.7) 
-cc 
KF,(27cy) is exponentially rapidly decaying as y + co; hence so is u,(a,z). 
Eisenstein series, on the other hand, are slowly growing as y -+ co in the 
cusps. By definition 
E,(z, s) = C Im(a;‘az)’ (Res > 1). (1.8) 
OEI-,\I- 
The Fourier expansion of E, in the /?th cusp is 
-%(~pz, s) = aoa,d~, $1 + G& ~1, (1.9) 
where 
Qo,fl(Y3 s) = L,Y” + cP&) Y’ -s 
G&t s)= c cp,&) y”*K- 1,2(271 Inl Y) 4nx). 
nfo 
The G,, term is rapidly decaying as y -+ co, just as for uj. Hence 
Ex(oPz, S) = O(yRes) + O(y’ ~ Res) as y + cc in a cusp. In terms of hyper- 
bolic distance p(z, w), E1(cBz, s) = O(e(ReS)P(i’i)) + O(e” ~ Res)p(iz)). By a 
theorem of J. Lewis [Le], alluded to above, if an eigenfunction fA(z) < 
ecpci,‘) as p(i, z) -+ co then the boundary functional of fj, is a distribution. 
SO 
e(l + *iq)<z. b)do, (1.10) 
&(z, s)= s, e2’(‘- b, dT,, ,y(b), (1.11) 
where 
Au,+J.,u,=O, &=s,(l -Sj), s, = $ + iri 
AE,(z, s) + s( 1 -s) E,(z, s) = 0 
Ae”<‘, b> = n(;l _ 2) ei.<z b>, Tj, TX, .y E a’(B). 
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Following [Zl] we factor the Helgason l-forms as 
e(“+‘)(‘,“) dT,(b) = u;(z, b) P(z, b) db, (1.12) 
where P(z, b) db is the Poisson l-form (P(z, b) = e2(z,b)). The distribution 
UT (denoted e,, in [Zl]) is r-invariant if Us is. It is N-invariant and is an 
eigendistribution of A 
We may expand u,: into a K-fourier series 
u? =c UL,m (1.13) 
m 
with ~1, O = Uj,. The uL, m satisfy the raising-lowering relations of a standard 
basis for the continuous series irreducible determined by u;.: 
E’Uj.,,= lsj.fm+ l)“A,m** (notation of [L, Zl]). (1.14) 
The UT arising from Eisenstein series are discussed in [Sal], where they 
are denoted by Et (i indexing the cusps). There it is shown that 
dy Ef= n[: ,,;,y"-' _ 
s 
(Res > 1 ), 
0 Y 
(1.15) 
where v> is the probability measure on C(T\G) putting uniform mass on 
the periodic horocycle of period l/y around the ith cusp. In particular, Ej” 
(=EIS”, in our notation) is (for Res > 1) concentrated on Pi, the 
(lagrangean) manifold of periodic horocycles for the ith cusp. 
We now can define the distributions dUj and d&,,, + ir on C,“(T\G). 
Letting (f, T) denote the pairing of test functions f and distributions T, we 
set 
(0, duj) = (C@(O) Uj, Uj) (1.16) 
(a, d& 1/2+ir)=<O~(~)E(., $+ir),E(.,i+ir)). (1.17) 
Here ( , ) denotes the inner product on L’(r\R), and E stands for the 
vector 
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so that the right side of (1.17) is xi=, (Op(o)E,(., $+ir), E,(., $+ir)). 
We will usually pretend there is just one cusp at co, since it is usually very 
simple to modify things in the many cusp case. 
We note a minor technical point here once and for all. Namely, if 
(T E CF(r\ G), then Op(a) need not be properly supported. Hence the right 
side of (1.16) (say) must be defined. This can be done by inserting a 
properly supported cut off x(p(z, w)) into the amplitude for Op(o), then 
taking the limit as x + 1. If ~~(2, b, J,) is the complete symbol of the 
cutoff operator, then Op(a,) U,(Z) =JB a,(~, b, S) e(“~+‘)<‘,~) dT,(b). It is 
straightforward (see [Z3]) to check that the right side converges to 
jB a(z, b) e(ii+ l)<=.b> dT,(b) as x + 1. This leads to the explicit formulae 
for dUj and dE1,2+rr, 
dUj = ujii,? dw (1.18) 
de 1,2+ir=E(., $+ir)Em(., $+ir)do, (1.19) 
where do is the haar measure e*<‘, b> db dvol(z). 
The distributions dUj, d.c,,* + ir satisfy the partial differential equation 
(HZ +4X: + 4irH)( T) = 0 (TE W, (1.20) 
where H-(A -y)(X+ N (8 t)) generate A(N). This follows by writing out 
the equation (Cop(a), d] uj, u,) (or with E( ., 4 + ir)) in terms of Q and dUj 
(see [ZS]). 
It follows that, e.g., 
(a, H(dE I,z+~,))=$ ((H2+4X:)a, dcl,2+jr). (1.21) 
As long as ((H2+4X:)a, d& 1,2+ ir) has a limit as r + co (or can be 
normalized to have one by multiplying d&1,2+i, by a factor a(r)), 
(aI H(dE 1,2+r,)) will tend to 0. Thus any vague limit distribution of the 
i&,2+ ir> (or {dr) d&1,2+ ;, >) will be H-invariant ( =geodesic flow 
invariant). This well-known observation is one impetus for this paper (and 
[Zl]): the question is, which invariant distribution shows up this way? 
A positivity argument based on the technique of Friedrichs symmetriza- 
tion shows that the weak limits of (dUj} are actually positive measures of 
mass 1. The idea is to approximate dUj by the positive measure dUf, its 
Friedrichs symmetrization (FS), defined by 
(a, dUT) = (Op(aF) uj, uj). (1.22) 
Here aF is the FS of a, an operation which will be reviewed in Section 3. 
The main property of FS is that Op(aF) 2 0 if a > 0. Moreover a and aF 
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have the same principal symbol, so that ( CJ, &I,!) = (a, dU,) + O(r, I”) (cf. 
[Zl]). Hence the weak limits of {AU,} are those of {dUf}, which live in 
AI (invariant probability measures for G’). 
The extension of FS from the compact case to the finite area case is 
rather straightforward if we stick to compactly supported symbols (cf. 
Section 3). However, one main application in this paper is to limits of 
(E( ., $ + iv), dU,) as j + co. As we will see in Section 6, one needs 
to improve the error estimate U(r- “*) above to conclude that 
(E(.,$+ir),dU,)=(E(..$+ir),dUF)+o(l)asj+co. 
Our last order of business in this section is to summarize some facts 
about L2( r\ G). 
First, 
L2(l-\G) = oL2@@, (1.23) 
where the cuspidal subspace ‘L2 further decomposes as 
OL2 = OLf @ OL: (1.24) 
(continuous series and discrete series irreducibles). We fix once and for all 
an ONB { $m} for extreme weight vectors in ‘L$ Then an irreducible 
Af(sj) in ‘Lf has a standard basis { uj, m} with uj, o = uj and {u,, ,,} satisfying 
(1.14). An irreducible 9: in ‘Li has similarly a standard basis {+m,m+2n} 
with $,,o=~,. 
We will need the Fourier expansions of the ui,,,. The nth Fourier coef- 
ficient of 24,. m in the j3th cusp is 
s 
I u.,, rn(~,+r g) 4nx) dx. 
0 
(1.25) 
Since this has right K-weight m, we only write out the fourier expansion 
for u~,,,(z, b) when b= cc (corresponding to u,,,(pke) when t3=0, 
p E P = AN). Then 
Uj,m(~pzf apa)= c Pj,tn)m w 
nfrJ 2 lnl"2 
WI,, (47r Inl Y) e(nx), (1.26) 
where m, = (n/ Inl)m and where W,,,, s- ,,2 is the Whittaker function 
(1.27) 
(cf. [F, Sect. 31). When m = 0, one has 
t 
( )=(-) 
112 
W 0, s I/2 t n Ks- 1,2(fPh 
(1.28) 
SO that ~,~(n)l =~jp(n). 
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We also have 
0 = Qeis 0 Q,,, 0 @. (1.29) 
Here 0 is the space of incomplete O-series, equal to the closure of the span 
of the { /3,}, where in the one cusp case at 00, 
O,(g)= c $(f%)Y II/ E C,“W\G). (1.30) 
OEI-,\I- 
If ij has right K-weight m, then 
(1.31) 
where E(g, s), [K, Sect. 61 is the Eisenstein series of weight m, and where 
Qeis is spanned by { E( ., 4 + ir)m, r E R, m E Z}, while O,,, is the residual 
subspace at poles s E ($, 1). Just as with cuspidal functions, one has the 
Fourier expansion 
E(z, ~,s),=~,b,s),+ c - 
cp”ts)?n w 
ngrJ 2 bll’* 
m,,s- ii2(471 Inl Y) eW) (1.33) 
(with an obvious modification in the many cusp case). 
Here 
with 
Ql(J4 SLn = Y” + ds), Y1 -,? (1.34) 
q(s),, = (- l)@ .“2 m2 
T(s + m/2) T(s -m/2) 4s) 
[K, 6.1.71. (1.35) 
In the many cusp case, one has, instead of q(s),, the matrix 
@ts),, = (cP,~(sLJ satisfying 
@(s)nI =
( - 1 )m’* 7P*r(s)* 
T(s + m/2) f(s - m/2) 
I 
(1.36) 
with @p(s) =((pcrB(s)). 
G(s) is termed the constant term or scattering matrix. Its determinant is 
d(s) = det(@(s) (notation of [VI). (1.37) 
Likewise, d,(s) = det G(s),. 
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We will also need one general fact about the irreducible representations 
of G. Namely, if X, - (z A), and if %‘( ) s 1s a continuous series representa- 
tion with weight zero vector u,, then {us, X7 u,,) are cyclic for A (closure 
of the span of their A-translates is X(s)). Further if 92 is a discrete series 
irreducible, then its extreme weight vector is cyclic for A (cf. [Zl]). 
As we will see in Section 4, the A (i.e., G’) invariance properties of the 
dUj and d.z 1i2 + ir will allow us to rteduce the calculation of limits of (0, dU,) 
or (c, dc,,2+ir) to the case of the cyclic vectors above. 
Finally, we bring up a matter of terminology: by “automorphic form” we 
will mean a form o which is a joint eigenfunction of the Casimir Q and of 
W- ( P’: A). Thus c has a fixed weight and lies in a fixed irreducible. 
2. RENORMALIZATION AND TRUNCATION 
In this section we consider the “renormalized” distributions d&y,:+,,, in 
particular their relations to d&,,, + IT and to truncations of the latter. The 
dERN r,* + ir arise (inextricably joined with the dUj) in the trace formula; what 
information one has about d.z 1,2 + ir comes from analyzing dcy,y+ ir. 
We begin by recalling the notion of renormalized integral in the sense of 
[Za2]. Again we pretend r has just one cusp at co (else replace y below 
by y,, where y, is the &h cusp coordinate: x, + iy, = CJ,Z). 
A continuous function FE C(T\R) is “renormalizable” if 
F(z) =.BY) + WY -‘? VN, as y-+cu, (2.1) 
where f is a “principal part” of form 
f(y) = i$, : Y”’ ln”‘y (Ci, Lx, E @; ni 2 0). 
I 
Let f(y) be the following “canonical anti-derivative” of y--2$ 
A(Y)= c 
6 (-1)“r” y”‘-lln”y 
ci 1 
I<i<I,a,#l T?Z=O m! (ai- 1y--m+’ 
n,+ I 
+,s,:.,=l e& 
(2.3) 
If Re cli 2 1, F$ L’( r\ R). However, if 9 is a fundamental domain in A for 
r, and 9$- is the compact part where y d T, then JIQn, F dV+ 
~~~-~n,. (F-f) dV h as a divergent principal part f(T) plus a convergent 
remainder (dV= d vol(z) = dx dy/y2). 
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Following [Za2], one defines 
RN (~~r\,FdV)=~~~~f.dV+~f~~p~(~-/)dV-RT). (2.4) 
The right side of (2.4) is independent of T; letting T+ co, one has 
RN (jjr,k FdV)=;l_m_ (~]9T-RT)). (2.5) 
,A similar definition can be given for higher weight forms; it will be used 
implicitly in what follows. We will however let 9 denote a fundamental 
domain in G for r, and PT its compact part. 
Two special renormalized integrals will be important later on. We digress 
momentarily to evaluate them. 
The first is 
This is indeed just the Maass-Selberg inner product formula. We give a few 
details, which will be needed in the future. Let us show more generally that: 
(2.7) 
Let us set (in general) 
E, T(g, s), = Em(g3 s)m, Y,GT 
E,(& J), -%ap(& s),’ Y,I> T. 
(2.8) 
Thus, one removes, in the Pth cusp, the zeroth fourier coefficient of 
E,(g, s), in the /?th cusp. &, T will be called the (fourier) truncation of E, 
at height T. The Maass-Selberg inner product formula reads (a matrix 
formula) 
=A { TZu-’ -@(o + it), @(a + it): T1-20} 
+ 
@(a + it): TZi’- @(a + it), Tp2” 
2it 
3 (2.9) 
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where s = c + it, c # l/2, and where E,. is the vector (E,, r, . . . . E,,, =). Taking 
the trace and letting c + l/2, one obtains 
I%( g, l/2 + it), I * dw 
+ Tr @‘(; + it), ’ T2” - @( 4 + it), T “’ 
2it > 
(cf. [Sal, Sect. 21). 
On the other hand the principal part is 
(@p(s), @( 1 - s), = I). 
Thus 
(2.10) 
Clearly (2.7) follows. 
Let B,(s) = ~(s)~/Qs + m/2) T(s - m/2) [Sal, Sect. 21. Then also: 
do= -$ (;+it)+h 2 (;+ii>. (2.13) 
The second renormalized integral we will need is 
E,(z,s) lEP(z,;+i+). 
Zagier [Za2, Theorem, second version] shows: 
Eq.(2.14)=jom ~~~*(Y~(lEg(.,~+~~)12) (y) 
(2.14) 
- d,,)J2fir+qBa (;+ i,> P-j’) dy, (2.15) 
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where V-t is the operation of taking the zeroth fourier coefficient in the ccth 
cusp. Then 
Eq (2.14) = R, (~E~(-,~+ir)~2,s) 
T(.s/~)~ T(s/2 + ir) T(s/2 - ir) 
- 
4rc2 
, (2.16) 
where RBd(~, s) = C, fO (l~~~~(z)l~/n’) (Res > 1) (notation and details from 
[Z2]). Similarly for the heigher weight cases. 
We now return, after this digression, to the definition of d&y,;+,,. on 
C,“(T\G). This will be done in an indirect way, which is forced on us by 
the trace formula. Thus, we will actually first define (a, dcf$+ir) when c is 
an automorphic form in our strict sense, i.e., o is one of {u,, m, E( ., f + ir), , 
* m,m+Zk> 1, E*( ., s*),}. The definition will then be enlarged to encompass 
g E C,“(r\G) via spectral decomposition. More precisely, we will define 
dERN ,,2,. ,r so that the following is satisfied : 
(~9 d&T;+ jr) = (P, d&YE+ ir) + (pres, d&P;+ jr) + (Peisr d&Y;+ jr) 
+ (PO, d$+iJ (2.17) 
Here p vol(T\G) + pres + pels + pO is the spectral decomposition of p. The 
main point is that, in defining RN jjr,G F do, we must extract an anti- 
derivative of the principal part f: In our enlarged sense, “zeroth fourier 
coefficient” will replace “principal part”; we then must be careful to fix a 
consistent notion of anti-derivative. 
We begin with automorphic forms. For such cr, set 
(~7 dE& ,r ) = RN(Op(c) 35~2 t zr> El,2 + jr>. (2.18) 
Here EIP + ir abbreviates E( ., i + ir). Running through the list of 
automorphic forms, we see that 
(0, d&Y:+ ir) = (~9 dEl/2 + jr), o cuspidal (2.18a) 
while 
(6, d&YE+ ir )=R()E(., $+ir)12, $+it) (2.19) 
if o = E( , + + it) (by (2.16)). The heigher weight Eisenstein series are 
analogous to (2.19), as are residues. Finally, 
(1, dcy$‘+ir)= -c (k+ir) (by W)). (2.20) 
5xom7 1-2 
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We now define dEF,y+ir on C,‘.(T\G). As we will see in Section 3, it is a 
continuous linear functional on that space and extends naturally as a 
continuous linear functional on larger spaces of test functions. 
Thus, let p E C,“(T\ G). As mentioned above, we define (p, d&y,;+ ir) so 
that (2.17) is satisfied. The only term that requires elucidation is 
(P,,, 9 dE%+ir ). We define, for p of weight m, 
b(t), (E(.,~+it),,d&~~+ii)dt, (2.21) 
where p(t)m = (p, E(., $ + it),). The general case is given by summing over 
m. We will verify in Section 3 that all sums and integrals converge 
absolutely; until then, (2.21) is formal. 
We see from (2.17t(2.21) that dEliz+,, and d.zy,y+ir differ only on 0. It 
will be important for us to compare the following expressions for 
O,d;(rl G): 
0) (Q,, d& I/2 + ir 1 
(ii) Coti, d&Y;+ ir) 
(iii) (W74 jRes=so,l &b)(E(., s)(,), ~~~~~~~~~ ds 
(in (iii) we assume 0, has weight m). 
We suppose with no real loss of generality that F has just one cusp at 
GO, and that 8, has weight m. Unfolding 19~ in the familiar way, we obtain 
=s r “I\p $(P) E , ?+ 1~ ( * ‘),-~,(,,1+,),haar~,,, (2.22) 
where P = AN and d haar(p) is left haar measure. Equivalently, 
+v’(G(.,i+ir) G(.,i+ir)p.,(y)}$. (2.23) 
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The first term is 
A(r)=lorn $(Y,[l+L(;+q$ 
+Iorn i(Y+(;++-2ir +@(i+ir) y”2ir] f 
=[l+&(;+q] L,(O)+L,(+2ir)cp ~+a (1 j, 
+L,(-2ir)q &2ir . 
( > 
(2.24) 
The second term can be expressed in terms of Mellin transforms as 
where 
=RN z, m,i+ir)m E(z, m.i+ir>n E(z,k+ir)dV. 
We illustrate the proof of (2.25) when m =O. As is well known, 
~“(IG(.y i+ir)12)(y)=y CnfO Icp,,(i+ir)[* 1KiJ27c InI y)l*. Due to the 
very rapid decay of Ki,, there is no difficulty in interchanging 1 and C. So 
The following formula is valid when Res > 1 [G-R, p. 6931: 
I m w2)* Y” lKirG’7t I4 Y)I* f=- f(s/2 + ir) T(s/2 - ir). (2.27) 0 
By Parseval, we have 
jam In/ l&(271 Inl y)12 $=z ore,=,,, Lti(s)M(r,s)ds, (2.28) 
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where M(r, s) appears on the right side of (2.27). We can again switch J 
and 1. Then (2.16) immediately gives (2.25). 
In the higher weight case, a formula similar to, although much messier 
than, (2.27) is available [G-R, p. 858, No. 73; it is again valid when 
Res > 1. 
The point is that R( IE(., 4 + ir)12, s),,, is the Mellin transform of 
v”(Gl,2 + irG 1,2 + irr. ,) for Res > 1. So (2.25) follows by Parseval. 
We can now compare (i) and (ii) by deforming the contour in (2.25). We 
illustrate with the weight 0 case. We have 
-hAs, r)-ds)hAl -.c r), (2.29) 
where 
(2.30) 
The poles of R(I(., $+ir)12, ) s are therefore among the poles of E(z, s) 
(i.e., Q(S)). Now q(s) has a simple pole at s= 1, with residue 
A -I= l/Area(T\k); and simple poles at a finite number of ~7 E (3, 1). 
Write q(s) = A ~ ,/s - 1 + A, + . . . . Then 
+ (regular). (2.31) 
Shifting the line of integration left in (2.25), we thus obtain 
(2.32) 
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It is a now familiar exercise to check that the residue at s = 1 of the (rest) 
is 2L,( 1) ((A’/A)(i + ir)). Shifting further to Res = i, we obtain 
-&j(s) JW1,2+ir12~ s) ds. (2.33) 
But R(IE1/2+ir I* S) has the same functional equation as E(z, s). So as in 9 
[Ku, 53.111, 
I &b) NlE1,2+ir 9 Rcs = l/2 I2 Ws=jResE1,2 (e11,,E,)R(IE,,2+i,12,~)ds. 
(2.34) 
Thus 
B(r)=2(A-lL;(1)+A,L~(0)+(~ird&~l~+ir), (2.35) 
and so for weight 0 e-series 
to,, dE 1/2+ir)=2(L~L(o)+A-1L'~(1)+AoL~(1)) 
+2 ReL,(2ir)q(&+ir)+(8,,d$‘+i,). (2.36) 
In the higher weight case, the main change is in the term 
q(s) h,(l -s, r). We now have y(s),,, h,(l -s, r)mr where h,(s, r), is 
the canonical anti-derivative of y”-‘a,( y, i + ir)-, a,,(~, $ + ir) = 
(y”/s)( 1 + BP,( 4 + ir)) + . . . Thus (2.35) becomes 
B(r),=(1+B-,(~+ir))(A”l~‘,(1)+A~~~,(1))+(~,,d&ll2+i,), (2.37) 
where A?“, = B,(l)A-,, A;;=B,(l)A,. 
Combining with A(r) we obtain, for 0, of weight m, 
(&, dE 1/2+ir)=(1+B--m(~+ir))(Am1Lb(1)+LIL(o)+A~L~(1)) 
+L+(2ir)cp(i+ir),+Lti(-2ir)cp(i-iir) 
+ (e,y d&y,:+ ,r). (2.38) 
Let us interpret this more invariantly. Consider, for 8, of weight m, the 
integral 
s Q(g) Ek> 31, da (2.39) ~ 
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Unfolding E(g, s),, one has 
Eq. (2.39) = I&, = 1” y‘- ‘@;(iy, m) $, (2.40) 
0 
where @$(iy, co) = sh 0,(x + iy, co) dx. 
On the other hand, unfolding 8, we obtain 
Eq. (2.39) = JO, I&)[$ + q(s), y’ -“] 3. 
The well-known relation follows: 
(2.41) 
&(s) = L,(l -s) + cp(s), L$(S). (2.42) 
From this we see that e,(s) has a pole of order 1 at s = 1 unless 
L,( 1) = 0. To remove this pole, we consider the integral 
s e,k)(Ek, 31, - cp(sLz) da (2.43) ~ 
which of course equals (2.39) if L, ( 1) = 0. 
Then 
lim(OJl(s)-cp(s),n L,(l))= L,(O)+A”,Lb(l). (2.44) 
s-1 
Let us refer (with some abuse of notation) to the left side of (2.44) as 
RN t?,(l). Then (2.38) becomes the following: for 8, of weight m, 
(e,, dE 1,~+ir)=(l+B-,(2+ir))(RN~~L(l)+A;rL,(l)) 
+LS(2ir)cp(~+ir),+LIL(-2ir)cp(~-ir)+(Bj,,d~~,~+,r). 
(2.45) 
Equation (2.45) gives a relation between (i) and (ii) above. It is also 
clear now that (iii) is B(r). 
Formally speaking, the fact that part (ii) #part (iii) is equivalent to 
&(s) E(z, s) 4 de:,:+ ,r 
> 
# ies=s,>l ( 
L,(s)(E(‘> s)> d&F/y+ir ds. 
> 
(2.46) 
The reason for this failure of interchange of integrals is due to the 
ambiguity caused by taking anti-derivatives. The extra terms which appear 
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in (iii) arise from the pole of h,(l -s, I); had h,(s, r) + q(s) h,( 1 -s, r) 
been a definite integral, this pole would have cancelled. 
This ambiguity also seems to preclude a more direct formula for 
RN(e,, dEl/*+ir ) along the lines of (2.18). Let 8, =$+tIi be the zeroth 
plus higher fourier terms. One would set (say for weight 0): 
+JJ 
g-ST 
(eti l.,,2+i~12-e~lu(.,~+i~)12) 
-(eO, ~+~+i~)l’)^ (q. (2.47) 
However, one would need to establish a convention for taking a consistent 
anti-derivative for the third term. This is in fact what the definition 
via spectral decomposition provides. Namely, one writes 0.$(y) = 
(W-4 Lso, 1 L*(s) a,,(~, s) ds. One has the alternative of takmg the 
canonical anti-derivative of a,(y, s) la(., &+ ir)12 under the integral, then 
shifting the contour left; or vice-versa. The first alternative gives (iii), the 
second (ii). The choice of alternative we make here is dictated by the trace 
formula (see Section 4). 
Renormalization is closely related to truncation, which will also play a 
significant role later on. 
First, we introduce the truncation cE~,~+~~, T of d&,,z+ ;,, 
(a, dE 1/2+ir, A = COP(a) EA., ++ ir), EA., i+ ir)>. (2.48) 
This is well defined since E=E LF,, and Op(o) is a zeroth order operator. 
This notion of truncation is close to, but not identical with, the 
following : 
di? 
I 
,,2+ir,T=ET(., i+ir)Ep(., i+ir)do. 
Indeed, we claim 
(2.49) 
(C-J, dE 1/2 + w, T) = (a, d&,2 + ir, 4 
+([Op(a), l,]a,(., t+ir),E,(.,t+ir)), (2.50) 
where 1 T is the characteristic function of gT (or .&). 
To see this, we write (dropping the r-notation): I!?,= 1 =a0 + G (see (1.9)). 
Thus Op(a)B,= lr.Op(a)u,+Op(a)G+ Cop(a), 17.] a,. The assertion 
(2.50) is just that (1 T Op(a) a,, E,) + (Op(a)G, E,) = (a, dET). To prove 
this, we introduce the distributions a; and G”, analogous to uy in 
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(1.13) and E,7s in (1.15): a,l is the zeroth fourier coefficient of E X and 
G” = E” -ax. Since a, and G are eigenfunctions of A one can calculate 
Op(a) a, and Op(a)G using Helgason’s representation formula for eigen- 
functions as in (1.4). The result is 
Op(o) a, = jB a(z, b, r) ace*<” ‘> dh (2Sla) 
Op(a)G = 1 a(z, h, Y) G5e2(‘,h) db. (2.51b) 
B 
Thus, 
1 T Q(o) a, + Op(a)G = j c(z, b, r)( 1 TaF + G”) e*<‘$ ‘> db. (2.52) 
B 
On the other hand, l,a,” + G” =Ep. Assertion (2.50) follows 
immediately. 
Finally, it is straightforward to relate sRN to Q 
(0, dEFg)+ir)= (~9 dE=(lp)+;,, T) + (a, l,Cc,GF +aYG,l) 
+ (anti-derivative). (2.53) 
3. CONTINUITY AND POSITIVITY 
Our purpose in this section is two-fold. First, we will show that the 
functionals dU,, d&1,2 + jr and d&y,:+ ir are continuous on certain natural 
spaces of test functions, justifying our term “distribution” for them. These 
estimates will be the basis for Sections 4-6. Our second goal is to 
approximate these functionals by positive measures. This rather technical 
step, essentially one of “Friedrichs symmetrization,” will be crucial in 
Section 5, and in Section 6 it will permit us to pass from estimates of 
averages of signed quantities to those of their absolute values (as in [Zl]). 
We begin by introducing the basic test function space: 
0) CFYr\G) 
(ii) Y(r\ G) 
(iii) B(T\G) 
(iv) f+‘,(r\G). 
First, we recall that @sl,(R) acts on Cco(T\G) as first order partial 
differential operators (PDO’s). Let H = (A -y), W= ( py A), V= (7 h), 
E * = H _+ iv; we will use the same notation for an element of @sl,(R) and 
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for the associated PDO. We also let P(D) stand for a constant coefficient 
polynomial in W, E+, E-; we refer to such P(D)‘s as left invariant PDO’s. 
We also need to introduce a function YE C”(T\G). First, choose Y, so 
h). that 9 - gyO consists of a union of cuspidal ends {y, 2 Y,, fi = 1, . . . . 
Then let Y = 1 on gyO, Y=ya on {y,a YO+ 1) and let YeC”(r\G). 
We then define the following spaces of test functions: 
C,m(r\G) (defined in the standard way). (3. 
Y(r\ G) (Schwartz space): for f~ C”(T\G), 
li) 
.t-~ Wr\G) - VP(D), m < 00, VW), m, (3.lii) 
where the semi-norm vpcoJ, m is given by vpcDI, ,(f) = sup,,, 1 Y”P(D)fl 
(P(D) is of course a left invariant PDO). 
g’(r\G) (bounded functions with bounded derivatives). 
Here fE Cm(I’\G) is in 
(3.liii) 
W,(r\G) (Sobolev spaces): f E W, iff 
llfllr= ll(1 -w2fllL~(r\G)< 00 (3.liv) 
where A, = Q + 2W (Sz being the Casimir). Thus, A, = H2 + V2 + W2. A, is 
an elliptic, essentially self-adjoint operator on L2(r\ G). 
For the sake of computations, it is important to recall the Plancherel 
theorem on L’(T\G). Thus, if fe L’(I’\G) and f=fo + (f, 1) + fr,, +fei, 
(cuspidal + constant + residual + Eisenstein), then 
with f($ + ir, m) = (.A E(., i + ir),), and Ilf,i,ll~ = C, (1/4x) jycc 
I?($+ ir, m)l’dr (cf. [C-S, Sect. 71; 
fm = c 1 .h,? m) E*(., ST,, 
m poles s,*E ( 1 j2, 1) 
(3.2.3) 
with Lf,,, , E*(-, s,*),) = C,*f(sT, m) cp*(sj*), and with llfllf,, = 
c, cg lf(q7 m)l’ cp*(~i*)m ba($) = residue of q(s) at pole s,?) (cf. [Z2, 
following (3.3)]). 
Of course A, multiplies p(.s, n) by s( l-s) + 2m2(= n2 + 2m2 in the 
discrete series); so it is straightforward to rewrite the Sobolev norms in 
these terms. 
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It will also be useful to redefine the Schwartz space topology in terms of 
L’-norms : 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f E C”(f\G). Then f E .Y(r\G) ifI' 
vF&fW ~0, vw P(D), where v&, (f)= llYmP(D)flio. The topofogq 
induced by the semi-norms vTCD, is the same as that induced by vpCD,.,,,. 
Proof: This follows from the Sobolev embedding theorems, suitably 
adapted to r\G. 
It is obvious that vyc,,(f) d vol(T\G) vpcO), ,(f ). For the converse, we 
break up T\G as usual into a compact part & and a union of cuspidal 
ends. On 9, the standard Sobolev inequality lifll r‘ 6% [IflIZ applies, 
which, since Y = 1 on 4, shows that the family of semi-norms v,(,) m are 
bounded by the family v;(D) for f~ C;(Fi). On 5 - F1, we use the standard 
Euclidean Sobolev inequalities. More precisely, a component of 9 -F, is 
a (unit tangent bundle of a) half cylinder (x, y) E (0, 1) x (1, co). Relative to 
the Euclidean metric on S1 x [w x S’, we have llSl[ 3c d %7 I/( 1 - A,)2 f Ilo, 
where A, and )I .)I0 refer to the Euclidean metric. We can immediately 
express the Euclidean objects in terms of the non-Euclidean ones by 
suitably inserting factors of Y. This shows that the family v~(~),~ is 
bounded by the family v$(,) on the ends. 1 
In practice it will be more convenient o work with some Banach spaces, 
where only a finite number of the semi-norms v;(,) or v~(~),~ play a role. 
We therefore let 
Y M, m = (f : VP(O), m(f) < co, m, 6 m, ord(P(D)) d M} (3.3.1) 
%= {f: vp(O,,,(f)< mo, ml Gm> 
CT! = if: v~(b,(f) < co, m, 6 m, ord(P(D)) ,< M} (3.3.2) 
(Y” likewise). 
The previous Proposition 3.1 then shows that 9z+2 c 9,. m c 9’; and 
Y”=Ym. 
We now give some relations between these spaces. The method of 
proving of Proposition 3.2 will be important again in Section 6. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose f E C#(T\G). Then the cuspidal part f. off 
lies in Y. 
Proof: Since f E 9(r 1 G), the usual partial integrations shows that 
f(s,, m) is rapidly decaying in (sI, m). It thus suffices to show that 
vpcO), ,(ui,,) is slowly, i.e., polynomially, growing in (sj, m); or by (Proposi- 
tion 3.1) that v~(~,(u,,,) is slowly growing. Due to the explicit action of 
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E’, W on Uj,, we are finally reduced to showing that vO, ,(u,, ,), i.e., 
II yNUj,mllO~ is slowly growing. 
We again break up T\G into a compact part and the ends; we assume 
there is just one cusp at co. The only non-obvious assertion is then that 
jh jY,, yN ]u,,,(x+ iy, co)]* (dx dy/y*) is slowly growing in (s,, m). This 
assertion can be reduced to known estimates on the fourier coefficients of 
Uj, m. Indeed, by (1.26) the integral equals 
; c 
IPj(n)nt12 O” 
IIf0 
,n, 1, YN I W,“,,,(471 InI Y)12 $ (3.4) 
Turning to [I, Sect. 8, Lemma 71 we estimate the integral for In] < 2]rj] by 
so” same. Thus, we are first led to estimate 
(3.5) 
The integrals in (3.5) are known. However, it is more illuminating to first 
proceed as follows. 
Recall that E’ are the raising and lowering operators on K-weights. 
Then 
uj, m = 
i 
( 
m-l 
kFo (sj+2k+ l) -I (E+)"uj,O 
> 
b>O) 
( 
m-1 (3.6) 
klJo (Sj-2k+l) 
> 
-’ (Ep)“u~,~ (WI < 0). 
Since taking fourier coefficients is a left operation and E’ act on the right, 
we have 
where E,f = (nT:d (sj+ 2k+ l))-‘(E+)m (evaluated at (z, co)) if m>O; 
similarly if m < 0. 
From [L, p. 1163 we see that 
,l- = -zip-*i@ a se+ ie-2ie L (in (x, y, 0) coordinates), (3.8) 
so that on forms of right K-weight k, E- evaluated at (z, co) (or (z, 0) 
in (z, 0) coordinates) acts as Lk = -2iy (a/&!-k while E+ acts 
as Kk=2iy(a/az) + k [F, (3)]. Further, on a function of the form 
f(4-c InI y) e(nx), Kk acts as & i = t(a/at) + (k- it(n,/lnl)), while Lk acts 
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as i - t(a/LYf) - (k - $t(~/]~i)) (these are of course the Maass operators; k. + - 
+ if n= Jn(, - if n= -InI; t=471 InI jq notation of [F, (72)]. 
We may therefore write, for m > 0, 
Uj,m(Z, a)= (sj+2k+ 1) 
where for m < 0 i should be interpreted as i, and where we leave the f 
out of the notation. 
Thus 
yj’ (s,+2k+ll-2 1 IP( 
k=O InI G 2 Ir,l 
-;F;rzm(rj.Ni)y 
(3.10) 
where m > 0 and where 
(we again leave off the + ). Now change variables y + t and write ( , ) for 
the inner product on L*( R +, dy/y2). Then (3.11) becomes 
Now the adjoint of ik + relative to this inner product is -E,+ r, so the 
inner product in (3.12)‘is 
(-l)m<i l...i,rsiimp, . . . ;;, wo, ir, 1 wo, tr, >. (3.13) 
Now we move the i’s past tS. Obviously [t,, t”] = stS. Also 
=[(~2~+((m-l)l-~*2))-m(m-l)] (same). 
The first term is the Whittaker operator of order (m - l), and we claim 
it acts on km- 2 . .. io W,,, ir, by the eigenvalue -(a + r,‘). Then with 
s,=(i+ir) and with ~~-,,,r,=~~~2...~oWo,i~, we have 
Lnk-l R?-l,i, =(Sj(l -Sj)+m(m+l)) iVmpl,rr,. (3.14) 
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Indeed, by [F, (72)] ik W,, ii(t) = ( - 1) Wck+ i), ir so (3.14) is essentially 
just asserting that W,,- i, i, is an eigenfunction of the mth order Whittaker 
operator. Thus (with A,, m = s(s - 1) + m(m - 1)) 
+s(i, . ..i m~If~IYLm-l...i;row,,i~,, wO,jr,>. (3.15) 
The first term is as before, but in the second the factor i,,- i is new. To 
get rid of it we expand &, = t(a/at) + (m - 1 - it). The term (m - I - it) 
contributes 
(m-l)(L I..’ i,Ji,P,...~,w, W)-i(i I..’ ts+i... w, W) 
(3.15.1) 
On the other hand to simplify the term t(a/&) we throw all the i’s back 
on the right. The t(a/at) term is then of form 
(3.15.2) 
where actually J=f: We then write this term as j; ts-‘(d/dt)(f( t)2) dt = 
-(s- 1) s; t”f(t)’ (dt/t2) (b oundary terms vanish). Summing up, we have 
(-l)“z~(rj~s~+l)=(l,,~+(m-l)-(s-l))z~-~(rj~s~+l) 
-$I,-l(rj,S+ 1, 1) (3.15.3) 
(similarly for the - case). 
This completely reduces the computation of Z,(r,, s, +l) to the case 
where m = 0. Then, as is well known, we have I,(r,, s, &- 1) = 
10” Y” I WO,~~,(~~Y)I~ (dY/Y2) = JP’ Y ‘- ‘Kf,(27cy) dy = (Z+/2)2/87r2Z3s)) 
T(s/2 + ir,) T(s/2 - irj). 
Furthermore, we have 
Eq. (3.5) = D,(s,) 
i( 
1 IPj(n)l' 
OcnG2,,,, InlN z’(rj’ N’ +) > 
+ 
> 
CL(rj, N -) , (3.16) 
where D,(sj) = i(nTzd Is, + 2k + 112) and where Zz(r,, s, +) = 
<fL + “‘il.+ wO ir9 km-l,+ ... i, + W, ir ). Now even without solv- 
ing recursively for Zi(r,, N, &), it is easy ‘to estimate their growth in 
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(jrjj, N). Indeed when m = 0, Zi(rj, N, +) < IT(N/2 + jr,)/’ @ Ir,(,’ ’ 
(char,)- ‘. As we let m + m + 1, we either multiply this by 0( Ir,l’) or shift 
N + N + 1, which by Stirling’s formula again multiplies the estimate by 
O( lrji ‘). So 
Ili(rj, N, ?)I <,,, Ir,lN+2mP’(chw,) ‘. 
Since obviously ID,(s,)l Q (1 + lr,()m~2m, it follows that 
(3.17) 
1(3.5)/ 6, lrjlN ’ (ch7crj)P’ 1 Ip,(n)12 
> InIN .
(3.18) 
InI G 2 lr,l 
We now use the estimate [D-I, Lemma 41: 
lPj(n)12< (InI + lrjl) bd2+ Inl lrjl -‘I chnr,. (3.19) 
This implies 
l(3.511 6, lrjlNp’ &,,, (++j$&) 
W+ 1) 
(N= 1). 
(3.20) 
The dependence upon m is polynomial; hence the dependence of the terms 
(nl 62 lrjl on (m, rj) is polynomial. 
We still need to consider the terms where (nl > 2 Ir,l. Even a crude 
estimate shows that these term are negligible by comparison with InI 6 
2 Iril. This just requires an estimate like ) W,,,, (y)( em (eCrr/2) ‘5’ (‘/‘)) y”. 
But from 
m -Y/2 
w,,;,(y)= ’ e 
r(m + +- irj) 
= cm- 1/2-‘r,e-‘(l +t/y)“-‘/2+ir,dt (3.21) 
it follows that 
IW,,i,,(y)(~I(m-~-irj)...(~-irj)l~”2e”’2’r~’e~”‘2y”. (3.22) 
Remark. Wo, jr,(~) = (y/n)“’ K,(Y/~), so the exponential decay agrees 
with that in IK,( y)l < eCn’* I?‘- y).). 
It follows readily that the sum C,,, , 2 ,r,, is exponentially decaying in Irji 
with polynomial dependence in m, so )I YNuj, ,J ,, is now slowly growing in 
Cm, rj). 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. If f E Y(T\ G), then f. E Y(T\ G) and fe E Y'(r\ G) 
(cuspidal and O-components). 
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We further decompose fe = f + fr,, + feis. In general 3 # Y and f,,, # 99 
so thut feis $98. However, we do have: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let f E k?S. Then f E W, for all t and I(; + ir, m) is 
rapidly decaying in (r, m). 
Proof: The first statement is immediate from vol(T\G) < co. .The 
second follows since 
f($+ir,m)=(f,E(.,t+ir),) 
+(l +r2+m2)-N IlA"fll, llE(., $+ir),ll,l. 1 
We now turn to the regularity of dU,. As in [Zl] we can say that dUj 
is a kind of pseudo-measure. Indeed let L’(r\G) = en H,, H, being the 
vectors of right K-weight n. Say that f E AC(T\ G) (absolutely convergent) 
iff-Cf, with C, IIfnllo< 00 (f,EHJ. 
Then dUjE AC’ (dual space). Indeed, I (f, dU,)I = IC, (fn, u,u,+)l< 
/IujIIE2 C Ilfnllo. However, the dependence of this estimate on j, through 
ilUjI]~> (< (1 + ry) by Sobolev) is too extreme to be of use here. Rather we 
note: 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let f E Sl( r\ G). Then 
I (f, dUj)I 6 VOwz(f 1 (absolute). 
Pref: Use I(f,, uj”j,m)l =np2 l(W2f UjUj,m)l <np2 II W’fll,. 1 
Next consider d&,,, + ,r. The line of argument above obviously fails. We 
now have: 
PROPOSITION 3.6. dE,,, + ir E Y’( r\ G) and 
Proof Since (fn, E(., i+ir)E,(., i+ir)-n)=n-2(W2J E,,2+rri?,,2+ir,n) 
(in obvious notation), and since I W’f I < Y- lvlw2(f ), it suffices to show 
that 1, (l/n21 ICY-‘, E1/2+rrE1/2+ir,n )I < I(d’/d)(i+ ir)l. By Schwartz, it 
will then suffice to show that 
I(Y-‘, IE y2+ir12)l < I$ (i+ir)I 
I(Y-‘TIE ~,2+ir,A2)l 4 I$ (i+ir)i +ln(n). 
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These estimates follow easily from the MaassAelberg formulae (2.10). 
Indeed, in an obvious notation, 
Bounding Y- ’ 6 1 in the first term, we obtain an upper estimate of 
2n In T- (dL/d,)(i+ ir). The second term is obviously bounded in (r, n). 
But (Ah/d,) = (d’/d) + (BL/B,) (see (2.13) and lBk/B,I = O(ln(n)) [Sal, 
Lemma 2. lo]. So 
Remark. dt 1,2 + ir is not at all a pseudo-measure. 
COROLLARY 3.7. d&y,:+ ir E 9’. 
Proof Follows from (Proposition 3.6), Corollary 3.3, and (2.45). 1 
This concludes our discussion of the boundedness of the functional dU,, 
d& w+,~ and d$,Y+i, on various spaces of test functions. 
We now turn to the problem of approximating these distributions by 
smooth, positive measures with the same asymptotic behavior in the limit 
of high eigenvalues. This positivity step is the crucial ingredient that 
permits us to convert estimates on the non-absolute (signed) sums in (0.7) 
and (0.10) to estimates on the absolute sums in (0.13) and (0.14). 
The technique we will use to smooth out and make positive the dU,‘s 
and d& ,,2 + ir’~ is that of Friedrichs symmetrization. It is the same technique 
that we used for this purpose in [Zl] on the compact case. However, it 
turns out that, for equidistribution theory on non-compact surfaces, the 
estimate in [Zl, Prop. 2.31 on the order of approximation of the dU,‘s by 
their symmetrizations must be improved by a i-order. The fact that this 
improvement is possible is analogous to the situation for Euclidean 
Friedrichs symmetrization (cf. [T, Sect. VII, Theorem 2.21). Indeed, the 
proof is just to carry out, as far as possible, the non-Euclidean analogue of 
the proof for R” (lot. tit). Since the details of this estimate are fairly 
straightforward, and also very messy and technical, we will only give a 
rather concise summary of them. 
The Friedrichs symmetrizations {dUf, d&y,2+ir} of the distributions 
{dUj> dEl/, + ir > are defined as in [Zl, p. 9291; 
(a, dU;) 2’ (aF, dU,) 
(0, d$,, ,,I = (aF> d&,p+rr), 
(3.23) 
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where (FS): 0 + cF is the operation of Friedrichs symmetrization on com- 
pactly supported symbols [Zl, p. 928; 24, p. 973. (FS) will be a linear 
operator with the property that Op(oF) 3 0 if 0 > 0; this of course will 
imply that dUJ and dcT,2 + ir are positive measures on C,.(T 1 G). 
We recall [Zl, pp. 927-929; 24, Sect. 31 that the definition of (FS) 
requires two steps. First, one turns the symbol c into a “double symbol” 
n;(&. 62, z, A,, b,) [Zl, p. 927; 24, p. 921. Together with a positive cut-off 
function xECF([W+), x=1 near 0, CF defines a zeroth order, properly 
supported $ DO cr, ,(D, z, D) (loc.cit). The Friedrichs symmetrization of g 
is the complete symbol a:(~, h, 1”) of cF,,(o, z, D) (in the sense of [Z4]). 
Even for 0 E C,“(T\ G), this symbol is (typically) non-classical. We will 
denote the $DO with symbol 01 by gF(z, D). 
The main property of symmetrization is that ,F(z, D) is a positive $ DO 
if c 3 0. The proof of this on compact surfaces given in [Zl, Sect. 27 
extends immediately to the non-compact case if c E C,“(T 1 G). It follows 
that dl7y, d&z2 + ir are positive measures on C,(T 1 G). 
The symmetrizations dlJ7, resp. d&T,2+ir, give good approximations to 
dU,, resp. d.s1,2 + +: 
PROPOSITION 3.8 (Compare [Zl, Prop. 2.3; [T, Theorem 2.21). For 
~JE C;P(r\G), 
(i) (0, dUi-dU5) << Irjlcp’+“’ 
(ii) (0, de1,2+ir-dc~,2+i,) 6 Irl’~‘+“‘(d’/d)(t+ir). 
(3.24) 
Proqf: First, we observe that (FS) preserves C,“(T\G). More precisely, 
in the case of one cusp at co, e.g., oF( ., ., A) vanishes for sufficiently large 
Im z (independently of A). To check this, we first note that the double sym- 
bol gy is compactly supported if c~ is. It follows that the kernel e,“(z, y) of 
a:(~, D, z) vanishes in some half-plane Im z >, Y, (depending on x). Since 
the symbol is obtained by applying of(z, D, z) to e(‘“+ ‘)(z,“), it follows 
that a:(~, 6, A) vanishes in that half-plane; hence u:( ., ., A) E C,“(T\G), 
with support independent of 1. 
Now consider the left side of (i) above, which may be written as 
<-$ dU,). By Proposition 3.5, this inner product is bounded by 
v:,~(cJ( ., ., r,) - crF( ‘, ., r,)). The crux of the matter is thus to show 
( ‘tc) v~,z(a(.;,r)-a~(.,.,r))~Irl . (3.25) 
We can prove (3.25) by showing that in fact 0 -c: is a symbol of order 
(- 1 + E). This is a stronger assertion than was proved in [Z4, Prop. 3.31; 
so we will have to supplement the argument there with some observations 
in [T, Theorem 2.21. 
5w97: I-3 
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First, let us choose p = i + E in [Z4, p. 981. It then follows by [Z4, 
Prop. 3.31 or [T, p. 1431 that 
CT;(Z, b, i) = o;(i, b, z, A) 
+A&&, b 2, z, A b) I (P.2. h21= (2, h) (mod S- ’ + ‘,). (3.26) 
So it suffices to show 
(a) CJ,F(A b, z, b, A) - a(z, b, A) E Sm ’ +’ 
(b) ‘,~~(~,,b,,Z,‘,b)l(j.,,,,)=(j.,,)~’~’+~. 
(3.27) 
Compare [T, (2.14)-(2.15)]. 
Following [Z4, Theorem 3.43, the difference in (a) may be written as an 
explicit integral. In [Z4], we Taylor expanded this integral to order 1. 
Expanding to one more order, we find that the de-integral in the leading 
term vanishes anyway. The remainder is in S- ’ +E; (a) follows immediately 
(compare [T, p. 1433. 
Assertion (b) is proved by a calculation in local coordinates, very similar 
to that in the Euclidean case [T, p. 1431. We provide a few of the details; 
the rest are left to the interested reader. 
First, we simplify the calculation in (b) by left translating all objects 
to the identity. This is possible since A, = (l/n,) X, W- H(iY/al) [Z4, 
Prop. 2.61; thus, it is a left invariant operator. Further, gF is given by an 
integral formula involving certain tri-invariant functions G [Z4, p. 933. The 
X, W-term can be (eventually) expressed as 
x, WoF I (&,h)=(j.z,bz) cg2(nsk,.0, n,k,.b, p) 
x G(LA,, 0, b, P) W,’ ‘1, A,, 0, b, P) db G, 
(3.28) 
where ag2 is the left translate of 0 by g,; g,(O, 1) = (z, b,); n, and k, are the 
l-parameter subgroups associated to X,, W. Only one derivative (i.e., 
a/H) falls on the G-factors. It turns out to equal the b-derivative of that 
factor. Making this change and setting 8 = 0, we may simplify terms of 
form (DG) . G to $(G’) (D is the b-derivative). We then integrate by parts 
so that now all derivatives fall on g RZ. We then change variables, using the 
formula for G in [Z4, p. 933. The result has the form 
x+ woF l(i.,,b,)=(A2,b*)= 73 s 5 2n (D2ag)(z, I(cos O,, sin 0,) 0 0 
+ ~(2)~ (cos 13, sin 13)) q’(p) dp do, (3.29) 
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where D2 is a 2nd order product of unit length vector fields; where q*(p) 
is compactly supported; and where we have identified D x B x R+ with the 
tangent bundle of D as in [Z4, p. 931. Since # is a uniform symbol (i.e., 
with symbol semi-norm uniform on D x B), the right side of (3.29) is in So. 
Due to the factor l/1,, the term at hand is in S-l. 
The (a/aL)H term is handled by similar manipulations. After left trans- 
lating to g= 0, these manipulations resemble those of the Euclidean case 
[T, p. 1431. 
This lengthy digression has established 
Ivow2(g~(‘? ‘9 Tj)- C(‘v ‘9 rj)l + IrjI ~ I+& . (3.30) 
The situation for d&r,2+rr is just slightly more complicated. The same 
argument as above now gives, for 0 E C ,?(r 1 G), 
Using the Maas-Selberg inner product formula (2.10) and the fact that 
(Bi/B,)( 4 + ir) 6 In(n), we see finally that 
I(a, dEy/2+ir-dE1/2+ir)l G Irl -I+’ (1+~ff$+ir)l). (3.32) 
Thus, (3.24)(i)-(ii) are established. 1 
4. TRACE FORMULA AND AVERAGES 
Our purpose in this section is to show that the distributions 
tend to normalized haar measure dp = (l/vol(T ( G)) do as T + co. 
The basic steps in the proof of this are contained in [Z2]: there it is 
proved that (a, d,uFN) + 0 for the generating forms 0 = { uj, X, uj, El12+ ,r, 
X+E ,,Z+irr residue, $I,} (cf. Section 1). Besides reviewing this quickly, 
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what we must do here is to pass from these forms to all automorphic forms 
and hence to all of Y( r\ G). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let CJ he one qf’the,fiwms { 1, u,, X, u,, E, z + ,T, X, E, I + ,), 
residue, $1~1. Then (a, dpy.N) -+ (a, dp). 
ProofY Let BE 1. By (2.6) we have that (1, d&k,y+,r)= -(A’/A)(&+ir), 
so that we immediately obtain (1, dpFN) = 1 for all T, so 
(1, ddNI -+ (1, dp). 
Otherwise r~ I 1 and we need (a, dpFN) -+ 0. If c= ui, 0 =X+ u, or 
a=tirn then (c~,d&~f;‘+~~)=(o,d~ ,/Z+,r) and by [Z2, Theorems 4A and 4B], 
together with the Weyl law (0.5) we have 
l(a,dPR,N)I <j kT (CJ cuspidal; c E X(A)). (4.2) 
Again the limit holds. 
Finally let 0 = E(., s), X, E( ., s) (Res = 4) or a residue at a pole in (i, 1). 
Then (a, dERN 1,2+ir)=R(IE(., i+ir)12,s) (Eq. (2.16)). By [Z2, Theorem4C 
and Corollary 4D] we have 
I(o, dpFN)I <, TV- ’ * 
The lemma follows. [ 
(Res = $). (4.3 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (r be any automorphic form (i.e., joint eigenfunction of Q 
and IV). Then (a, dpFN) + ((T, dp). 
Proof This is most easily seen by directly expressing all such inner 
products (a, dlJ,) and (a, d$y+ ,,) as linear combinations of those inner 
products involving only the generating cr. 
Suppose, e.g., that r~ lies in a continuous series irreducible X’(1”). Let 
{ Uj.,m} denote a standard basis for z(J). We claim that 
where 
are certain polynomials and where of course duj. 0 + E,u,, 0 = 0, 
Au, + A,uj= 0. Indeed, let u;,“~ = $(u,,,~ + u~,,~,,) (similarly, u$:). By [ZS, 
Sect. 21 we have 
(ev) (u;rm, dUj)=f~~~v(~,)(u,,,, duj) 
(Odd) (Undo, dUj) = f ~I ~,,(nj)(x+ U;, 0, dUj) 
(4.5 1 
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for certainly explicit polynomials J: Our normalization here of X, Uj., o 
differs from that of [ZS]: here X, uj,, , = u$. One can then easily verify 
that f $ &(Aj) are bounded in A,, and that 
.ff$,“,(Ai) = C(m, A) + O(A,:‘) (4.6) 
for a certain constant C(m, A). Then (4.4) follows, as does 
(g?,~,, du,) = C(m, J.)(uA, o, dU,) + WA,: ’ 1; (4.7) 
similarly for the odd part. 
The same argument applies to (a, de:,;+ ir), except that now we have 
(say, for the even part) 
(u~~,,~&~,2+ir)=(Ui,~,~&~,2+ir)(C(m,~)+~(lrl--’)). (4.8) 
Since I(u,,,, dE1p+ir )I <A (d’/d)($+ ir)l, by [Z2, (4.10)], the error is 
0( It-1 -’ (d’/d)($+ ir)). It follows that 
(u,,,, dpFN)= O((Tln T))‘). (4.9) 
When 0 is an Eisenstein form E( ., s)(,,) (Res = &), or a residue, the inner 
product (a, dUi) are worked out as above, and one has 
(EC., s)Y, du,) = (Et., s), dU,)(C(m, s) + O(lril -‘)I. (4.10) 
But I(E(.,s), dU,)I 4, \r,l”‘ln Irjl (Res=f) by [Z2, (4.21)], so the error 
has order O((r,l -li2 In Ir,l). 
Less obviously the argument adapts to the case of (E(., s),, d&y,:+ ir). To 
see this, we again take even parts, and note that 
(Et.3 s):, k$‘+ir ) = RN(E(., i + ir), E,,, +fr.-,,E,y, m + EL!2+ ..,E,, +A- 
(4.11) 
Then as in [ZS, Prop. 2.53, the weight zero forms E,,2+ ir,--m E, m -I- 
E ce,,;,+,; &z+=f&r’,“,’ EI,, + ir E, (in an obvious notation), where Sk’ are 
RN(E(.,s)“,‘> %+ir)= RN(E,I2+,,,f~‘(A)E,,z+i,E,). (4.12) 
The point is that A is self adjoint relative to the “inner product” RN( ., .). 
This can be checked by integrating by parts. It then follows that 
RN(EI,z+~~~ f:;‘(A) E,,2+irE.s) =.fL’(r) RN(Eu~+~,, ~,12+i,W (4.13) 
Hence 
RN( E( ., s);, d.z 1,2+ir)=RN(E,, IEI12+ir12) (C(m,s)+O(lrl-‘). (4.14) 
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But IRN(E,, lE ,./2+lr(2)I G, lr(“* In 1~1 I(d’/d)($ + iv)1 [Z2, (4.23)]. So 
(on Res = 4) 
(E(., s)f, dpFN) = (E( ., s), dpy) + 0( TV- ‘!’ In T). (4.15) 
The lemma then follows from Lemma 1. 1 
Remark. We treat dM,(r) implicitly as a positive measure because 
(d’/d)(~+ir)=(d:,,/d,,,)(l+ir)+C+O(r~’), with (d:,,/d,,,)(~+ir)>O 
[V, Sects. 3.56-3.571. 
Our next step is to enlarge the class of 0 for which (a, dptN) --f (a, &). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (T E @(I’\G). Then ((T, dpFN) -+ (cr, dp), 
ProoJ: The functionals dpFN are uniformly bounded on the Banach 
space obtained by using only the semi-norms vpCD, with order P(D) 6 3 
(say). Indeed, the norm of dv, on such a space is less than or equal to one. 
It therefore suffices to show that (a, dpFN) -+ (a, dp) on a dense subspace 
of this Banach space. 
To do this we let: 
(i) a0 = cuspidal forms in 99 
(ii) 99@=9JnQ. 
(4.16) 
By (Proposition 3.2), if f~99 then foe a0 and fB EBB. It thus suffices to 
consider these cases separately. 
That (CJ, dpFN) -+ 0 for c E a0 is clear since it holds for all cuspidal 
automorphic forms r~ and fmite linear combinations of these are dense. 
That (a, dpFN) + (a, dp) for 0 E g@ is less straightforward because 
Eisenstein forms are not in Be. However, let g = 0 + ores + ceis. The only 
component not covered by Lemma 4.2 is creis. We note that if suffices to 
consider d of a fixed weight: for again finite linear combinations of forms 
in .!&, of a fixed weight are dense. So suppose cs has weight m. Then 
o,i,(g)=(1/4ni) Jycc h(t) E(g, 1/2+it),,,dt, where h(t)= (a, E(., f+it)m) 
is rapidly decaying. One has 
(o,i,ydUj)=& J”, h(t)(E(.,i+it)m, dC’,)dt 
(ceisr d&Y;+ ir I=& j-ym h(f) 
x(E(.,~+it)~,d&~~+.,)dt, 
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the first by Fubini, the second by definition. It follows that 
toeis3 dPFNl=& ,_S h(t)(E(.,;+it)m.dp;N)dt. (4.18) 
As noted in Lemma4.1, (E(., 4 + it),, &FN) = O,(T-‘I’). We need 
however to describe the t-dependence of this estimate. This question is very 
similar to the one in [Z2, Prop. 6.11. As described there, the t-dependence 
comes from estimates of (Ep,, u,), 1, Es (y = closed geodesic), 
RN(E,, IE(., i+ ir)12) (Res = f), and from 11D:F,ll”,, where ~1, m are fixed 
and F, is a hypergeometric function. Just as in that proposition, the 
?-dependence can be checked to be of form tM 1 (d’/d )( $ + it)1 for some M. 
This can be integrated against h(t), and results in 
((Teis, dpFN) 6 T-“’ In T. (4.19) 
This concludes the proof. 1 
Finally, we consider the distributions 
dlcT= (N,(T)+M,(T))-’ c dUj + $ II, d&l/2 + ir dr)- (4.20) 
Ir,l s 7- 
Obviously, dpT E Y’(r\ G). We then have: 
THEOREM 4.4. (a, dp.) -+ (a, dp) if (r E Y(T\ G). 
Proof It follows from the preceding theorem that (a, dpT) + ((T, dp) if 
rr is a cuspidal Schwartz form, so the statement concerns only cr E Ye. We 
may then assume rr = 13~, I,$ E C,Y(N\G), elL of weight m, by a density 
argument. Then, by (2.45), we obtain 
(4.21) 
where R(T, Ic/) is the average in r of the extra terms in (2.45). By Weyl’s 
law and the fact that L,(Zir) is rapidly decaying, it is easy to see that 
R( T, $) tends to 0. Then (O,, dp7) -+ (e,, dp) by the previous theorem, 
concluding the proof. 1 
5. EQUIDISTRIBUTION OF EIGENFUNCTIONS 
We can now prove the following equidistribution theorem for eigen- 
functions: 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let CT E C[ (r\, G), and kt Cr = (a, dp), then 
[,.(a, T) ~f(M,(T)+N,(T)) ~’ c I(a,dU,)--(TJ 
IT/l < T 
Remarks. Before giving the proof, we note some meaningful consequen- 
ces. First, if, as with the case of congruence subgroups, M,(T) = o(N,( T)), 
it will follow that (l/N,(T)) C,,, ~ T ((a, dU,) - 01 + 0. By a well-known 
transition (cf. [Zl]), this is equivalent to saying that a subsequence of the 
terms I(cJ, dllj) - 01 of density one tends to zero. Thus, in the sense of 
microlocal analysis, the eigenfunctions {u,} become uniformly distributed 
in the unit tangent bundle relative to normalized haar measure. However, 
in this case the theorem gives no results on the equidistribution of 
Eisenstein series (see Section 6). At the opposite extreme, it may occur that 
N,(T) = o(M,( T))-no examples are known at present, but it is speculated 
[P-S] that this is the generic situation. We would then have that 
tends to 0 as T-* co. One can rephrase this by saying that 
t-(-W)(~+~~)l~‘d~u~+ir tends (in density one) to normalized haar 
measure. Thus Eisenstem series, when properly normalized, would tend 
towards uniform distribution (relative to dp). In this case the theorem gives 
no information about cusp forms-which may not even eixst. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We begin with the case where Cr = 0, and closely 
follow [Zl]. 
Let ar(z, h, I.) = (l/R) 1: rr(G’(i, b), A) dt (G’ = geodesic flow). Since 
or~C;(f\G) and a-ay= H(fR), where fReCz(r\G), it follows by 
(1.21), and by Propositions 3.5-3.6, that 
lr.(gye, T)=l,(a, T)+O,(T-‘). 
It then follows by (3.24) (i)-(ii) that 
(5.1) 
IAG=, T) = Z;(oy’“, T) + O,( T-l +&), (5.2) 
where ZF(c, T) = Zr(aF, T); or, what amounts to the same, Z;(CI, T) is a 
sum like [,(a, T) but with dUp (resp. d.$,Z+ir) in place of dU, (resp. 
d& 1,s + ir). We now apply the obvious inequalities, 
(i) ItoT, dU;)( d (l~:~l, dlJ;) 
) 
(5.3 ) 
(ii) I(a”,V’, d$,,+i,)l G (l4”7, d6,2+Ir 
which hold because dU: and dEE2 + jr are positive measures. 
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Now let us define 
dp;=(M,(T)+N,(T))--’ 
i 
C dU,F + & 11, dEr/2 + ir dr). (5.4) 
l’,I 6 T 
Then dp: is a positive measure, and clearly (a, dp;) = ((T, dpT) + 0( T-l +‘) 
for UE c,m(rJG)., 
By Theorem 4.4 we have that dp! approaches dp vaguely on C; ‘(T\G). 
ConsequentIy, 
(5.4) 
By the assumption 5 = 0 and by the L’ ergodic theorem, the right s ;ide can 
be made less than any preassigned E if R is taken large enough. - 
Since Il,(a, r)l d (la yl, dpk) + O,( T-‘) and since for all E there exist 
R, T so that the right side is less than E, we conclude 
YE, 3T, I~,(~> T)l < E (I5 = 0). (5.5) 
The case where 0 # 0 is more complicated in two respects. The first is the 
fact that IT - 5 $ C,“(T\G), SO that we must pass from d&,,, + ,, to a renor- 
matization or truncation. The second is that the (FS) of dEp,y+, is not 
visibly positive, so that the above argument cannot just be renormalized; 
but it does respond to truncation. 
Let us begin by outlining the modifications for the general case, modulo 
various approximation and error estimates that will be supplied later on. 
The first step of replacing (T by gy goes exactly as before in (5.1). 
The (FS) step must be modified. Consider (rry - 5, dlJ,); we claim 
(UY -a, dU,F) = (cFe - cr,dUi)+O.(lrjl~‘+‘). (5.6) 
The new statement here is that (1 F - 1, dU,) = O(irjl -lfE); note that 
(unfortunately) lF # 1. However, Proposition 3.5 combined with (3.39), 
immediately imply (5.6). 
On the other hand, consider (cry, dcl,*+ ir) + 6(A’/A)(f + iv). Before 
Friedrichs symmetrizing we pass from dc,,z+ jr to dt?,IZ+rr, A (Eq. (2.49)). 
Here we choose A large enough (depending on R of course) so that 
supp uye c gA. In that case it is obvious that 
(ay, d; l/2 + ir, A) = (a?, d&,/2 + jr) (supp ay c 9A). (5.7) 
Moreover, (1, d.E ,,2 + ir, A) = ( - A’/A )( $ + ir) + O,( 1) by Maass-Selberg. So 
A’ 1 
(~aRVe--a,d~,,~+~~,~)=((~adie,d~~,~+;~)+- -+ir 5 
( > A 2 
+0/l(1) (supp cr”R” c gA ). (5.8) 
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We next pass from dE,,‘Z + ir, n to cIZ,,,~+ ,~, A (Eq. (2.48)). We will see below 
that A can be adjusted further so that 
(~aRVe-~,d~l~Z+,r..4)=(~~e--,d~12+,r.A)+~A(1). (5.9) 
We now Friedrichs symmetrize. Define &F z + ,r, A by 
(c, 42 + lr , )=(Op(aF)E,(~,++ir),~‘,(~,f+ir)). A (5.10) 
Note that dZ:,* + ir, A is a positive measure. 
We claim that on average, 
(CT-5, dEf;Z+ir,A)= (oy-6, dE:,2+;,,A)+oA, R (1) l$(k+ir)I. (5.11) 
More precisely, the error term will be O( 1) as T-t cc after integrating both 
sides on [ - T, T]. Granted (5.9) and (5.11) we have the following on 
average, by (5.8): 
(a, d& l,~+i~)+~(~+~~)~~~(l~;‘-~l,d~l,-,,.,l) 
d +0,..(l) l$(~+ir)~+O,(L). (5.12) 
Combining this with (5.6) and (5.3)(i), we have 
z,-(a, T)G(b”,‘“-4, dfi;,.,)+o/t,,dl), T-, co, (5.13) 
where 
It then remains only to show that 
(la”,“-crl,d~~,.)-,(Jo~-ol,d~) as T+co. (5.15) 
This completes the proof, modulo (5.9), (5.11), and (5.15). 
We next secure (5.15); its proof will use slight extensions of (5.9) and 
(5.11). 
Proof of (5.15). Let xa E Cp(g,) be a smooth cut off, adapted to 0°K 
in the sense that xa = 1 on supp ay c gA. Then 
(16-T --al, 4&)=(x/, by-4, d&)+4(1 -~a), dfi:,.). (5.16) 
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Obviously, xA \cry - c?I E C,.(gA). We claim that in general if DECO 
then (f, d,LF,,) --P (L &). It clearly suflices to show this for f~ C,?(gA). 
Using (5.6) and (5.11) (or rather, its proof) we can replace ~$5 A by dj&, A. 
Then by (5.9) (or rather its proof) we can replace djiT,A by &, A (in an 
obvious notation). But (f; dFT, A) = (f, dpT) if f~ CF(gA). Our claim then 
follows from Theorem 4.4. Thus 
(~a I C- - 4, db;,,) -+ (~a I a?? - 51, dp) as T+ co. (5.17) 
This leaves the second term. We claim 
(1 -XA, dfi;,A)-)((l-XA)rdd. (5.18) 
Here we may assume (1 - xA) is a function of y alone. We lirst “inverse 
Friedrich symmetrize” djl:, A as in (5.11). Then we note 
Cl-xArdE” 1/2+ir,~)=(l-XA,dEZ,,~+ir.A) 
= (1 -IA, dE;:+rr ) + (anti-derivative) (5.19) 
by (2.68) (the middle term vanished). 
The “anti-derivative” vanishes in the averaging, as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.4. Hence 
(1-XA,dli~,A)=(l-XArd~FT,,A)+OA(T-’+’) 
=(l-X,d&N)+dl) + (1 - XA > &I (5.20) 
by Theorem 4.3, proving (5.18). 1 
Next we consider (5.9). We need to establish that (f, dEli2 +ir, A) = 
(f; dt-” ,,2+ ir, A) + o(l) when (i) f~ Cr(SSA), (ii) f is a constant, and (iii) 
f = 1 - xA. By (2.50), this amounts to showing that 
([op(f),l,]u,(‘,~+ir),~,(.,~+iY))=~(l) 
in those cases. This is obvious in cases (i) and (iii), where the commutator 
vanishes. In case (ii) we claim that by slightly adjusting A or Op(f) we can 
make the commutator vanish. Indeed, as a properly supported operator, 
Op(f‘) has a kernel equal to x(p(z, w)) Op(f)(z, w), where x is a cut off 
whose support may be assumed arbitrarily small up to a smoothing error. 
The complete symbol of [ l>, Op(f)] is then 
,-(zj.+I)<=,b> op(f) l;;,(ij.+I)<z,b> 
=e 
-(Cc l)<z,b> f(z b’ CL)e”~+l’<~.b’>,(-i~+l)<~.b’> 
f 9 
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Noting that suppf(., ., ,u) is independent of /L, and that the integral 
vanishes unless supp f’ is very close (depending on i:) to ‘/ - Y,, , we see 
that (5.9) must hold. 
Finally, consider (5.11). We need that (.f; &r2.+ ,T, A) = (,f; &, Z+i,., ) + 
oA Jl)(d’/d)(k+ ir) for f=c$- 0 if f‘EC’:(gA), or if f’= 1 -I,.,. The 
main problem here is that E:A, 12+ ,I is not an eigenfunction of d. So we 
write E,(z, s) = 1 ,,a,(~, s) + G(z, s), whence 
=(OP(f) I,% (.,;+ir), lAa,(,.;+ir)) 
+ 
l.r li 8 
fW,I)C+,b,;+ir) l~(z)n,(z,b,~+irjd~(z) 
+cc 
ss f*(z, b, r) G” 2 B 
(z,b,;+il> I.(;)n,(z,b,~+rr)dVIz) 
+ i’s f*(z, b, r) G" % 8 (z,b.;++(z,b,;+ir)dv(z), (5.22) 
where /* is the adjoint symbol and CC = complex conjugate (see the last 
part of Section 2). 
In our situation, f( ., ., r) E $? and Iv&~,(~( ., ., r))/ < irj - ’ +‘.. After 
integrating by parts twice in W to render the implicit K-fourier series 
absolutely convergent, we see at once that the last three terms are all 
(O( Irj -I +‘) I(d’/d)(i + ir)/). For the first term we just note that Op(f) is 
bounded, so that the first term is less than II 1 Aa,( ., $ + ir)ll t2 and this is 
bounded independently of r. So this term will vanish in the averaging. This 
completes the proof of (5.11) and the theorem. fl 
6. MEAN LINDEL~F HYPOTHESIS 
In this section we concentrate on the Rankin-Selberg zeta functions 
R,(s) = (E( ., s) ui, uj) (note our normalization). We will assume throughout 
that M,(T)= o(T*), the important examples being the congruence sub- 
groups. Our goal is the proof of the following weak version of the Lindeliif 
hypothesis: 
THEOREM 6.1. I’ M,(t) = O( T*), then 
(Res = 4). 
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, the positive measure tip: (5.4) 
tends vaguely to dp on C,.(f \G). Under our assumption on M,(T), we 
thus have, by (Proposition 3.6) and (3.24)(ii), 
(6.1) 
vaguely on C,.(T\G). 
Now, following the idea of [Z2, Cor. 6.3, Lemma 6.41, we enlarge the 
class of functions on which ‘dp; converges vaguely to dp. Namely, as in 
that paper, we let C,, 1,2 (T\G) denote the class of continuous functions f 
so that Y-“‘f~c,, with norm ll,f)/m+,,2= llY~“2jllx. We claim 
‘dpF, + dp vaguely on Ch + ,,2. (6.2) 
Indeed, let fECh+,j2, let x~ECF(~\&) be such that xA=l on kBA, 
xa=O on 9-sA+,. Then 
I'~',(f)-cl(f)l~'~L',(lf-xAfl) 
+Il(lf-XAfl)+I'~FT(XAf)--(XAf)l. (6.3) 
As IA fe C,(T\G) we have 
I’Phtf)l -+o (T+ co, VA). (6.4) 
Moreover 
Then 
If-x,fl@ ya” (Y,=(l-h)Y). (6.5) 
limsupI'~~(f)--(f)I~li~~~p '&(Y!/2)+p(lf-~XAfl). (6.6) 7-m 
We need to estimate the first term using the results of Section 4. The point 
is then Yy2 is almost the zeroth fourier coefficient of an Eisenstein series. 
Indeed, (1 - xA) E(z, s) = (1 - xA) ao( y, s) + (1 - xA) G(z, s). On Res = 4, 
Theorem 4.4 and our assumption gives 
‘P’,(U - XA) G(z, s)+ p((l- xA) G(z, 3)) =O, (6.7) 
since (1 - x,+,) G(z, s) E Y(T\G). 
Further, on Res = 4, 
‘PFW -X,4) E(z, S))bP((l -XA)mJ)) (6.8) 
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by the limit formula for xA E(z, s) and for E(z, s) ((Lemma 4. I ), together 
with our assumption). Thus 
‘~:((l-XA)Ug(1,S))‘~L((l--XA)uo(y,.s)). (6.9) 
NOW with s = 4 + it, we have uO( y, i + it) = I.‘:’ + ” + cp(i + it) J”,‘~ .+ ‘I. One 
is tempted to set t = 0, but cp( 4) = -1 for X,(Z), e.g. To save the situa- 
tion, we take one derivative in s. Thus let 
(6.10) 
All the trace formula results we have quoted for Tr E( ., s) R, can be 
established as well for Tr 6( ., S) R,. It follows that 
%X1 -XA)4k!J, &VW -L4)4dY, ;,,. (6.11) 
But ci,,( y, $) = 2y1j2 In y + cp’( 4) y1j2, so that Y ‘/’ 4 ( 1 - xA) h,( y, 4). 
Hence 
2wjl/2)~ ‘ml -X,4)4b, ;I,? (6.12) 
lim sup I’&(f) - p(f)1 6 ~((1 - XJ &(Y, 4)) + P( Yy’). 7-r 
(6.13) 
Both terms on the right of (6.13) are u( 1) as A -+ co, so we conclude 
lim sup I ‘G(f) - p(f)1 = 0. 
T-w 
(6.14) 
Our next step is to review the proof of Theorem 5.1, to make sure that 
it works if 0 = E(z, s). We have (on Res = $, s = f + it) 
+ (Nr(T))r’ c , ,,CT l(E~-E(.,1+it),dU,)I. (6.15) 
Now Er(., i + it) - ER( ., i + it) = HF,(., i + it), where H generates the 
geodesic flow. F, and its left invariant derivatives are in ch + ,,2. We claim 
l(HF,d., i+ it), dU,)I aR., lrjl -“‘log Iri(. (6.16) 
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Indeed, by (1.21) and the fact that the left invariant derivatives are in 
c b+ l/23 (6.16) follows if 
( Y1’2, IUj,m12) 4 (rj11'2 (log Irjl) mN (6.17) 
for some N. The estimate (6.17) is very close to (3.20) so we explain only 
what needs to be modified. First, in (3.4) we held Y0 fixed; now we let it 
be variable. Then 
(y1’2, l”j,m12)=~9y y1’2 l”,,m12dV+J Y”* Iuj,,J2 dV. (6.18) 
0 y > Yo 
The first term we bound by Yh/*. The second we bound by 
By (3.20) it follows that 
((Y1j2, luj,,12)l -G YA’2+mNY;“2 lr,l log lr,l. (6.19) 
We optimize by letting Y, = Ir,l ‘12; this gives (6.17). 
Our next step is to Friedrichs symmetrize. Replacing dU, by dUT in the 
first term of (6.15) leaves the remainder 
N,(T)-’ 1 I(Ead/e - (E”,‘“)F, dU,)I. (6.20) 
ir,l G T 
We claim (E”,“)F E Cb+ ,,2, together with its left invariant derivatives, and 
Il(W)(EY - (E”,‘“):N., .9 rj)ll m + 1/2 + Irjl -’ +‘. (6.21) 
Let us grant (6.21) temporarily; we will prove it at the end. Then the 
remainder in (6.20) is bounded by 
+ 1 rn- V'+V(yW, ,,)1/2 (y'/f 
rn#O 
l~j:ml’)‘i2]) (6.22) 
By (6.17) we see that this error is of order T-1’2+Eln T. It follows that 
N,(T)-’ C IRj(S)I G ‘P? 
Ir,l G T 
(I~~(.,~+~r)l)+~~(l). (6.23) 
By (6.2), the right side tends to p(lE”,‘e(., i+ir)l), and since 
E( ., i + ir) E L’, we can complete the argument as before. 
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Thus the only remaining detail is (6.21). This can be proved by modi- 
fying the uniform remainder estimate from the method of stationary phase 
(MSP). Indeed, by MSP we have 
,v 1 
(see, e.g., [Z4, Prop. 3.3]), where the A, are certain left invariant PDO’s 
that decrease the order of the symbol by j(1 -p) units, where 
k, = N( 1 - p) and where R, is the remainder. 
Thus (6.21) breaks up into two steps: to estimate 
II ( 
N-l 
(i) P(D) Ey- 1 /ii( 
/=O )ll 
, (6.25) 
xJ+1/2 
and to estimate 
(ii) IIJ’(D)(Rdz, 6 n))ll x + lj2. (6.25) 
Now (6.25)(i) is quite straightforward. As in Section 3, one can change 
variables after differentiating to see that /lj(gF) are in general just averages 
of derivatives of 0 (by unit length vector fields) in discs of TPA centered 
at the zero vector. The relevant derivatives do not increase the growth rate 
of ~7 = ET in y since its large term is homogeneous in y. Nor does the 
averaging. We can sum this up more clearly by saying that A,(Ey)F 
(i, b, z, b, 1) is a symbol of order -i(i - p) in the sense of 
’ P(D) (T(z, b, A) !i <(n)m 1 z +I:2 (6.26) 
(D has order m). This is straightforward to check. Running through our 
argument at the end of Section 3 but using (6.26) as the symbol norm, we 
obtain 
i ~iiE;‘)F~~~+,,2~l~l-1+-. (6.27) 
j= 0 
It is less straightforward to estimate the term (6.25)(ii). To do this, we 
closely follow the uniform remainder estimate given in [Ho, Theorems 
7.7.5-7.7.61. 
First, for general 8, we have the expression 
.x(p(z, w)) cF(12, b,, z, A,, b,) x(p(y, w)) e”“‘+“(“‘~b~> 
(6.28) 
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Using the identity 
(p;‘w, p,‘b) = (w, b) - (z, b) 
(p, E P = AN is such that pzi = z), we simplify, e.g., 
e(~i.2+~)<=.h2>e(-~~2+l)<~~.h2) =,(~ii.z+l)<p,‘~.,p:~‘b~>~Z(;,b*> 
We then change variables, 
(w> bz> Y> b,) + (P;w> P,&> P,~Y, pd,) 
(6.29) 
(6.30) 
(6.31) 
and simplify, using 
We obtain 
d(p=b) = e -2<z.P:h> db. 
(-ii.>+ l)<~,,bz)e(‘“l+‘)<~,hl) 
(6.32) 
.X(P(OT w)) X(P(O> Y)) uF(h, PA29 PZWT 119 Pzb,) 
.e(“l+ ‘)<p*~“,p~‘h) dl., dA2 db, db, dV(y) dV(w). (6.33) 
We also note that 
aF(&, pzb,, pzw, Al, PA)= (p,g)’ (h, b2, w, a,, b,), (6.34) 
where pzc is the left translate of 0. 
Now return to (6.25)(ii). We assume P(D) = I below, since the argument 
is quite similar for general P(D). We then invoke [Ho, Theorem 7.71, 
which implies 
llR,dz> b, a)11 -I’+ I/Z de c III~n~~~~~~~~lI/~++,2t (6.35) 
lml C 2N 
where u is the amplitude in (6.33) where D” operates in the variables (x) 
of integration, and where 1 1 If(z, 6, A; x)1 I I = 11 Yp”2 supx If(z, b, 1; x)1 (I =. 
Here the constant C is uniform in the parameters (z, b, A) if the phase func- 
tion $ in (6.33) stays in a bounded set in C3N+‘(X) and if Ix-x,l/lV$I 
has a uniform bound: also, X is the domain of integration in (6.33) and x0 
denotes a critical point of $. 
Explicitly, the amplitude u and phase function $ are given by 
(i) ~(z,b,a;w,b2,~2,y,b,,C1,) 
= -fiz<w, b,) +p,<y, b, > + <p,.y, P,‘b) 
(with pi = Ai/1 after a change of variables) (6.36) 
(ii) u= (P,o)’ (&, b2, w, Al, b,) xM0, w)) 
xe<‘~‘h2)+(~,hl>+<~“.v.~_‘b) .x(P(o 
3 
y)),,, 
where v is the volume density. 
58”‘97/,-4 
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That II/ stays in a bounded set in C- ‘,‘+ ’ is clear except perhaps for 
the term (p, y, p, lb). But in the disc model, (p,, y, p; ‘h) = 
log() 1 - pM, ~1 2/lp,V y -p; ‘hi ‘); one can see that this is uniformly bounded 
with bounded derivatives. As for (x-,xOI IV$(x)j the only critical point is 
(NV, p2, b,, y, pi, b,) = (0, 1, p, ‘b, 0, 1, pz ‘b). By a straightforward 
computation in the disc model, one sees that the only issue is whether the 
constant C in the inequality 
IV,.,,.=,((w,~,)-(~,~~‘~))l3CIb~-~=~’bl (6.37) 
is uniform, where the distance on the right side is measured in the circle. 
This however follows clearly from 11 - cos Qb,, pzP1b)J b C IbZ, p,‘bl, 
where 8 is the angle between the points. So the second assertion is also 
clear. 
Thus we need only estimate the terms 1 ) I D’u(. .., L)l I / ~ + ,,2 as 
Im z--t co (note: we may assume z lies in a fundamental domain with the 
cusp at co). A glance at the amplitude ((6.36)(ii)) combined with our 
remarks above on (p, y, p; ‘b) shows that the growth of these terms is 
just that of 
I I lWPAFI I I2 + l/2. (6.38) 
We may assume the D” are left invariant, since the transition to such is 
bounded by absolute constants. But (6.38) is finite for cr = Er. Therefore, 
IIf’ Rdz, b, Jb)II cc + 1/2 6 1 (A--) a); (6.39) 
so, together with (6.27) and (6.24), we may conclude (6.21). This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 1 
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